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FROM THE CEO'S DESK
The year 2020-21 was fascinating for Patang with enormous opportunities to build up more confidence,
develop perspectives, and learn new skills and moreover stepping into digital platforms which contributed
in organizational growth and development. I am glad to present Patang’s Annual Report 2021. 

The year tested all of us. However, the COVID-19 has larger impact on our work. Our team showed
tremendous responsibilities, resilience and response to stand with our stakeholders and support each other
to cope with the outbreak of Covid.

Last year, our focus has been grounded on building second-line leadership. We have added new youth
team members to the shared leadership team to amplify their understandings and act aligning the vision
of the organisation. Our engagement with young people, children, indigenous communities, grass root
level functionaries and govt. officials have become stronger through various processes. We have witnessed
many positive changes in the lives of people. 

We expanded our footprints in different thematic areas including advanced education, youth & sustainable
livelihoods, Boys' engagement- gender, and sexuality. During this year, we successfully executed our
programmes in the Cuttack and Khordha districts of Odisha. We emphasised on working with adolescent
girls through STEM for Girls programme in secondary schools. Thus, we reached out to thousands of girls
with twenty-first century skills and paved their way toward careers and choices. The most significant
achievement was building partnerships with the Department of Education, Government of Odisha. Our
remarkable journey prospered to the other states in the eastern part to serve with our inherent initiatives,
skills and techniques.  

The resolve among community people helped our organization in expanding of livelihood and governance
programme under youth development approaches. We put focus on sustainable livelihood methodologies
in ecological farming, community asset creation and accessibility to forest, land and water through active
participation of the community.  

Despite all, there were many challenges for us during the time of Covid-19 pandemic, but we have learned
and followed new methodologies to continue our work with stakeholders. We reached out to the
community with possible humanitarian support during Covid & Amphan crisis. We used online platforms
for trainings, workshops and webinars on various themes involving youth, students, children, teachers and
other stakeholders. We also oriented community people, and parents to continue our work at the
grassroots level. 

I would like to extend my cordial gratitude to funding Partners, Stakeholders, Government officials,
Volunteers, Individual donors and Well-wishers for their supports in transforming the lives of our targeted
community and adding achievements in the milestone of the organization. It would never been possible
without your partnership, cooperation, and affection.

I take this opportunity to thank Patang Trustees for the confidence they have bestowed on the young team.
Last but not the least, I wish to thank my colleagues for chipping in wholeheartedly at every step
throughout the journey In the coming years, we will strive to further our reach and impact towards
building youth leadership and fostering meaningful changes. 

I look forward to your continued support in the coming years as well

Thanks
Sachidananda Mishra
(Chief Executive Officer)
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ABBREVIATIONS 

ASHA :  Accredited Social Health Activist

CEO   : Chief Executive Officer

CFR    : Community Forest Right

CIF     : Childline India Foundation 

FCRA  : Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Amendment Act

IBM     : International Business Machines 

MGNREGS : Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme

MLE    : Multilingual Education

PHF     : Paul Hamlyn Foundation 

RYSC  : Regional Youth Support Center

SDG    : Sustainable Development Goal

SDLC   : Sub-Divisional Level Committee

SRHR   : Sexual and Reproductive Health Rights 

STEM  : Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics

TLM     :Teaching Learning Materials

YD       : Youth Development

YFD     :Youth for Development
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ABOUT PATANG

Patang is a registered, non-profit organsiation
formed with the objective of nurturing youth
potential by creating opportunities of alternative
learning and exposures, without distinction of
class, caste or gender. Since its inception in
Sambalpur district of the Indian state Odisha in
2003, Patang has been working closely with young
people from eastern region of the country in the
areas of Gender, Education, Livelihood and Child
rights.  

A society where young people take initiative for
positive social change. 

V I S I O N

GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

C O R E  V A L U E S  
Peace, social justice, diversity, fun and democracy are key
values, which guide us.

A P P R O A C H
We follow participatory approach in our work and
design experiential learning journeys for adolescents
and youth and ensure activities are participant led
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The youth development approach perceives young people as partners in
change and dose not perceive them as mere beneficiaries of interventions.
Guided by this understanding that young people have the potential to
bring a positive change in society, Patang invests its energy and resources
in nurturing their potential, broaden their understanding of issues and
build their leadership skills. 
 
In the following section, the various interventions we carried out to build
youth leadership in urban and rural areas have been discussed. 



Partner: Stichting Kinderpostzegels  Nederland 
 

 

The Pathmakers programme aims at developing leadership among young people through
volunteerism. This is a year-long youth development programme meant for college going
students aged between 18 and 25 . 

1000
Young people were reached out 
from 11 colleges and universities 

in Sambalpur  
 
 112

Young people (53 girls and 59
boys ) participated regularly in

meetings and trainings and
Workshops   

 
 790

Community people were
reached out through youth -led

action campaigns on  gender
issues - sexual harassments in
public spaces  and domestic

violence
 

YOUTH LEADERSHIP 

The main objective of the programme is to create an
alternative and experiential learning process for the
students' to broaden their understanding of socio-
economic issues and hone their skills to initiate positive
actions. 

The intent is to make young people experience that
bringing change (irrespective of the scale) is possible. In
this programme. Students are mobilized from nearby
colleges and meet periodically. They volunteer their
time and skills and go through a journey from        "
Isolation to Participation" by using methodologies like
residential workshops, lifeskills training, issue based
sessions, trekking, field visits and outstation exposure. 

 
Location: Sambalpur (Odisha)



YOUNG BOYS CHANGING GENDER NORMS  
Through our intervention on gender with young people from the marginalized communities,
we realised that there is a need for working with young boys to bring normative changes in
the villages in Sambalpur. However, working with young boys, men and duty bearers was
easier said than done. Society has clear norms for boys as well as girls. But living with those
expectations of the society troubles boys. They became emotionally rigid, don’t show love
and care, don’t seek for help etc. 

Currently, Patang is running a programme called ‘The Real Man: Redefining Gender Norms’
for the adolescent boys and young people both from rural and urban areas. The programme
discusses concepts such as gender, masculinity, patriarchy and also imparts skills to address
issues around them through various trainings and sessions. The young boys conduct
campaigns and awareness activities at village and block levels to aware people on bringing
normative changes. 

 
Location: Sambalpur (Odisha)

434
Young people were reached out 
from 4 colleges and universities 

in Sambalpur  
 
 260

Parents  participated regularly 
in meetings and discussion on 
gender, sexuality and health 
rights  of youth & adolescent 

 
 

500
People were reached out through

youth-led action campaigns on
Gender, Menstrual hygiene

hygiene, nutrition  
 

Patang has run this program in 16 villages under 3
blocks since 2018. Now we are actively running our
program in 10 villages under two blocks of
Sambalpur. Young people between the age group of
13 to 24 are the direct beneficiaries of the program.
Parents, local and district level stakeholders are also
being included in the program at different points to
create a gender responsive system.
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CASE STUDY 

When Passion Met Opportunity

Jugal's father telling Jugal and his friend talking

You are always 
drawing pictures 

sitting at home. This 
will give nothing to 

you in your life

You come with me 
to Patang. It gives 

space to young 
people for showing 

their skills 

Thank you Suranjan. 
I was searching for a 

place like that, 
where my passion 
will be recognised

After some days of joining Patang, Jugal did a wall painting 
at learning centers and showed his skill.

Youth Resource Center Experiential Learning Center

Wow, Jugal!
Our center is looking 

so beautiful

Thank you!
You all supported me 

in this as well.

Great Susma,
You have drawn a 

great picture

Thank you Jugal. I 
learnt this with your 
support and now our 

learning center 
looks great

Jugal's father is now convinced to let him pursue his 
passion as career.
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INSPIRING GIRLS FOR STEM CAREERS    
STEM for Girls is an initiative by IBM in collaboration
with State Governments and Quest Alliance to
impart 21st-century skills to adolescents from
disadvantaged groups. The main objective is to
motivate young girls to consider a career in STEM by
reaching out to them through a graded curriculum
in secondary schools in the country. Patang in
partnership with Quest Alliance and the
Government of Odisha executing the STEM for girls
programme in three districts of Odisha - Sambalpur,
Khordha and Cuttack. Patang STEM Youth
facilitators placed in 66 government-run high
schools to transact the curriculum on gender,
lifeskills, digital literacy, coding skills, and career
development, Role Model Interaction, IVRS, Kishor
Kishori Mela with an aim to empower girls from
marginalized communities and increase their
interest in STEM education / careers. Through this
programme students demonstrated life skills and
digital fluency by developing creative and
collaborative projects through Ideathon and
Hackathon and enhancing their career planning
techniques built on their strengths, interests and
abilities. The Youth Facilitators reached out to the
students in community amidst COVID duration
both online and offline mode.

Location: Sambalpur, Cuttack & Khordha  (Odisha)

7140
Students (5655 girls & 1485 boys)

were reached out from 66
Government run schools in 3

district of Odisha 
 
 

1188
Govt. School teachers participated

in Online training, webinars on
STEM 

 
 

5370
Parents reached out through

community  meeting and activities   
 
 Partner: Quest Alliances, Bangalore, India

 
 



The Youth for Development (YFD) approach, like the Youth
Development (YD) approach believes that young people have the
potential to lead change processes. 

However, in the YD approach, the focus is more on examining the
change that took place within the young person. In the YFD approach,
the emphasis is more on assessing young people's contribution to the
development outcomes. 

Patang has been using this YFD approach to provide opportunities to
young people to lead projects in creating sustainable communities.        



YOUTH PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE 
AGRICULTURE  

The program is aiming at ensuring an ecologically
sustainable livelihood for all households in the project
villages. The project villages are based upon Hirakud and
Rengali dam displaced and tribal people. The dense
forest and full of natural resources surrounding the
region is one of the major sources of earnings. Despite all,
the people were exploited in terms of their inaccessibility
to the forest and misguiding on their rights due not
getting any proper exposure. 

In this scenario, we have started our interventions in
Kayakud, Chhamunda and Meghapal gram panchayat
through four main dimensions (a) promotion of
ecological farming with special focus on the preservation
of indigenous seeds, (b) transformation of the marketing
and value addition of minor forest produces and linkages
in other govt. schemes and programs, (c) building
leadership among local young people for a good
governance in community level and (d) support
community in developing community led collective
model as strategy to bring a sustainable development
within the region to lead a healthy ecosystem. 

Location: Sambalpur (Odisha)

267

500
Community members were 
sensitized on organic and 

ecological farming 
 
 

450
Households were supported by 

linking them with MGNREGS 
work 

 
 

Young people doing organic
farming 
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 This is a story of a woman farmer who challenged the chemical farming and adopted organic
farming for her livelihood. Sulami Lugun is from Bandijharan village, Jujomura Block, She has
two acres of land. She decided to cultivate one acre of land and grow paddy. The cooperative
bank approached her with a loan to purchase chemical fertilizer and hybrid seeds but she
didn’t want to grow paddy using chemicals. She searched for organic methods and met Patang
team member Sri Narendra Kumar Sethy who suggested her to prepare organic manure like
Jeeba Mruta, Bija Mruta and Handi Khata from cow dung and urine. Sulami prepared the
manure and used in paddy and vegetable cultivation and saw the result when plants grew.
Other members of Patang visited her farm land and found that she never used any chemical
fertilizer in her farm. Team members suggested that she prepare different bio-fertilizers. They
also oriented her on application of organic pest controls. Presently, She is preparing compost,
Bramha astra and Nilbaastra and other plant nutrients and applying in her farm. Her vegetables
were easily sold in the local market because of the size and quality.
During Patang's intervention on ecological farming in the village in the year 2021, she came
forward to work as the potential farmer and has been motivating other farmers to adopt
organic farming. She has also started organic farming in additional half acre of land for
vegetable cultivation. 

CASESTUDY   

From a house-maker to an organic farmer
 

When lockdown imposed in India due to COVID-19, people’s health
and livelihood were at stake. The returned migrants were
struggling to find a way to fulfill their daily needs. Most of them
were young. To mitigate the issue of youth migration in our
working areas, we supported them in finding alternative livelihood
opportunities.  Biswajit, a 25 year old man used to work as a
labourer at a cotton factory in Tamilnadu after failed to find a
source of income in his village. He returned to his village
Rambadamal of Kayakud GP during the pandemic. 

Struggling to find his livelihood, Biswajit decided to go back to
Tamilnadu after the lockdown ended. Due to his mother’s illness
he couldn’t leave his village. While we were identifying the
migrants in villages, came to know about him. When he was asked
about his further plans he shared, if Patang supports he would like
to start a poultry farm. Supporting his idea, we provided him with
70 chicks and Biswajit started his business. He was also equipped
with knowledge on how to grow his business. At present he has
expanded his poultry farm with more chicks and selling them in
the market.  

Now Biswajit has established himself as an entrepreneur. His
journey from a migrant labourer to a successful business owner
has inspired many youths in his village. 

Biswajit Bagh, Rambadmal,
Kayakud

From a Migrant to become a Youth
Entrepreneur

Sulami Lugun, Bandijharan
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Mother tongue-based Multi Lingual Education (MLE) is
fundamental on the part of the children's right to education.
When a child reads and writes in their mother tongue, s/he
understands the relationship between spoken and written
language, and this understanding facilitates learning to read and
write in other languages even if the script or Akshara system is
different. So, In order to improve learning outcomes of class 1 to
class 3 children from Govt. schools, Patang runs the Mother
Tongue based Multi Lingual Education programme in Bargarh
and Sambalpur districts with the support of Wipro Foundation,
Bangalore. In this Intervention, we involved elementary level
children through different innovative joyful learning, participatory
methodologies like language fair, storytelling activity, community
book fair and facilitate learning activities on language and math
to improve their speaking, listening, reading and writing
competencies.

The programme also focus on giving capacity-building training to
teachers and team members for developing various innovative
Teaching learning materials (TLM) in the local language.

Location: Sambalpur & Bargarh (Odisha)

200
Children directly  going through

the teaching learning process
through 4 learning centers 

 
 

120
Govt. School teachers reach out
through webinars, discussion,

training on Multi Lingual
Education 

 
 

800
People were reached out

through sensitization drive on
Multi Lingual Education & Child

Rights 
 
 

Teaching through mother tongue-based multilingual
language-based education which doing by Patang is a very
appreciative work. It's a very easy and participatory method
which is very good for children’s learning process. Especially
in that time where all educational institutions are closed
during the pandemic situation of COVID -19, in that time
taking challenges and facilitated activities with children’s in
community learning centres is very encouraging. We are
happy to see that how much the members of Patang giving
their efforts to develop the child learning process. Because
as per government rule we are unable to do any kind of
activities with children. We are Govt. employees, so we need
government permission for doing classes for children’s. We
will always support and coordinate with Patang for their
innovative work.

Name: Mr. Chungilal Seth, Headmaster
School: Deogaon School, Bargarh
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IMPROVING LEARNING OUTCOME 
THROUGH MULTILINGUAL EDUCATION   

Partner: Wipro Foundation, Bangalore 





CHILDLINE India Foundation is a non-government
organization in India that operates a telephone helpline
called CHILDLINE - 1098, for children in distress.

“Patang is operating CHILDLINE (1098) in Bargarh district
in collaboration with CHILDLINE India Foundation from
07 August 2019. 

CHILDLINE India Foundation (CIF) is the nodal agency of
the Union Ministry of Women and Child Development
acting as the parent organization for setting up,
managing, and monitoring the CHILDLINE 1098 service
all over the country. CHILDLINE is working to aware
children on child rights. CHILDLINE gives importance to 
 Right to Protection and focuses on vulnerable children.
including victims of child sexual abuse, child labor, child
marriage etc. 

Location:  Bargarh (Odisha)

2435
Children reach out through

community out reach
activities 

 
 

100
PRI members and line

departments were
participated in meeting,
discussions  and issues

addressing process 
 
 

8870
People directly  reached out

through village meetings and 
 campaigns on Child rights
and child protection issues 

I am studying in standard 11th. Mr. Chandramani Pera
from CHILDLINE once came to our village and explained
to some of us about child rights. He asked us to form a
group of adolescents with the objective to aware
community people about various rights of children. I
along with my peers formed a group named ‘Happy child
Club’. We had organized numbers of awareness activities
to make people understand about CHILDLINE (1098) and
how it works for protection of children. Through theatre
we have tried to make people aware of legal age of
marriage. Now a days railway stations witness more cases
of missing and runaway children. To sensitize the
passengers we performed a theatre at Bargarh railway
station. Participating in such activities has increased my
confidence to speak in front of others openly. We at
‘Happy Child Club’ were able to make our villagers aware
of CHILDLINE and rights of children. 

Name: Sneha Bagh. children, Barahaguda, Bargarh
School: Deogaon School, Bargarh
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REACHING CHILDREN IN NEED   

Partner: Child India Foundation, Kolkata 
 





SL
  No 

Name Team
  member 

Name of the
  training 

Place  Duration  Organised By 

Theme: Education and Child Rights 

1

Ankita, Nikita,
Kabita,
Monalisa, Sandhya
  and Amulya

 Online Counseling
training

Online 25th July2020 UNICEF 

2 26 facilitators
Career and Job,
hackathon, ideathon,
codeathon

Online
30th September
2020 and 1st
October 2020

Quest Alliance

3
Sarita Sahu and 2
team members

Training  on language
pedagogy, session
design

Sambalpur
  Patang

office

8th to 10th
October 2020

Patang

4 Team members
Training on Language
pedagogy, session
design

Online
8th to 10th
October

Patang

 
Sarita Sahu and Mr.
Malaya Padhan

Nature Classrooms Online 2nd February2021
Wipro
Foundation 

 
Sansara Bag and
Dibakar

 School Closer Study
Meeting

 
17th
February2021

Sikshasandhan

Theme: Soft Skills 

5 STEM facilitator   
 Virtual Comics
workshop

Online
17 to 22 October
2020

Patang

6
 

STEM facilitators

Computational
Thinking covering
scratch

Online   Quest Allaince

 STEM facilitators

Data updating in web
portal, curriculum
transaction, taskforce
meeting and future
  plans of the
programme 

Online   Quest Alliance.

8
Debraj, Bhoi and
Subham Kumar
Dash

Language, education 
policy and justice

Online
18th December
2020

Haryana
 Shikshya
Manch

13 Team members
English writing
workshop

Online
19th-25th
September 2020

Patang

TEAM CAPCITY BUILDING 
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 PUBLICATIONS 

  Youth  Intervention  

Certificate course on Youth 
facilitation

Jaibika paddhatire khata sara 
prastuti o prayoga bidhi- 
Panchagabya o Nimbashtra 
 (େଜୖବକି ପ�ତେିର ଖତସାର ପ���ତ ିଓ 
ପ�େୟାଗ ବଧି�-ପ�ଗବ� ଓ ନମି�ାସ�)

Jaibika paddhatire khata sara 
prastuti o prayoga bidhi-Jiba 
mruta o
 Brahamashtra (େଜୖବକି ପ�ତେିର 
ଖତସାର ପ���ତ ିଓ ପ�େୟାଗ ବଧି�- ଜୀବାମତୃ ଓ 
ବ��ାସ�)

Jaibika paddhatire khata sara
prastuti o prayoga bidhi-Haandi 
khata o Bijamruta (େଜୖବକି ପ�ତେିର 
ଖତସାର ପ���ତ ିଓ ପ�େୟାଗ ବଧି�-ହା�ଖିତ ଓ 
ବୀଜାମତୃ)

  Education and Child Rights  

Pahela Kiran (Pre 
Reading and Pre-writing 
book 

 Abhyasa Pustika- Class-1 
(Reading & writing)

Kheli Kudi Sikhiba Book 
(book based on local & 
traditional game)

 Aamar Chhabi Bahi- 
Jiba Jantu

Aamar Chhabi Bahi- Phul Phal 
Mul (Flowers, fruits 
 and vegetables book)

Rumku Jhumana (Aamar Baja)

 Abhyasa Pustika- Class-2 
(Reading & writing)

 Abhyasa Pustika- Class-3 
(Reading & writing)
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Budhi Thile Baat

Mor Sanga

 PUBLICATIONS 

  Education and Child Rights  

Ajaa Aai Kathani- 
Guru Chala

Chira Muna

Jenta Karma Henta 
Phal Payema

 Abiswasi Sanga

Mo Tharu Aame Parjyanta 
Lifeskill Curriculum

Mo Bhabisyata Mo 
Swapna- Gender and 
SRH curriculum

  Theme Based Publication  





OUR TRUSTEES  

Dr. Rita Mishra
Founder & Managing

Trustee 

Mr. Debadideb Datta
Trustee 

Ms. Mini Kakar Singh
Trustee 

Dr. Rita Mishra, a development professional with 25 years
of pan India experience, has played diverse roles - a social
entrepreneur, facilitator, visiting faculty member and
researcher. She has served as Director Youth Intervention
at Pravah, Founder Director Patang, Sr. Advisor Youth,
Centre for Catalyzing Change (C3) and Chief Executive
Officer, TAP India Foundation. She has  conceptualised
and implemented high impact youth programmes for
different groups across the country. She is trained in
psychology and has been awarded her PhD from JNU,
New Delhi in the area of citizenship education. She has
been lead researcher for  Oxfam India, ActionAid India,
and Mobile Creches. 

Mr. Debadideb is a generalist with over 25 years of
experience in non-profit organizations. Finance,
compliance and systems are his areas of expertise and he
has served on the board of various non-profits across
India. Currently, he serves as Director of Finance &
Operations at the Institute for Sustainable Communities.

Ms. Mini is a development professional with over 15 years
of experience in the sector. She has designed and lead
programmes and campaigns across the country on
inclusive media, youth & inclusive citizenship,
entrepreneurship and SDGs, and youth engagement
programmes in democracy and governance. She has
progressive experience in adolescent and youth
development in India. She has extensive advocacy and
communication experience with media organizations/
professionals to mainstream and ensure effective
reporting of development and social issues. .
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Mr. Malaya Padhan
Director of Programme

Ms. Bhumisuta Sahu
Sr. Programme

Manager

Ms. Sasmita Sahu
Asst. Programme

Manager

Mr. Suryanarayan
Dash

Sr. Programme
Manager

Mr. Bijay Kumar
Nayak

Sr. Programme
Manager

Ms. Amina Begum
Asst. Programme

Manager

Mr. Rupesh Behera
Programme Manager

Mr. Debraj Bhoi
Programme Manager 

OUR TEAM
LEADERSHIP TEAM

OUR TEAM
Mr. Bijay Agrawal

Ms. Gita Mishra

Mr. Regon Son Biro

Mr. Bikash Dash

Mr. Subham Kumar Dash 

Mr. Gobinda Buda

Mr. Narendra Kumar

Sethy

Mr. Pruthiraj Naik

Mr. Byomokesh Parida

Ms.Sasmita Kalet 

Mr. Satya Brata Prusty

Mr. Sansara Bag

Mr. Dibakar Marei

Ms. Pankajini Biswal

Ms. Sandhya Rani Pati

Mr.Pritam Sahu

Mr.Chandramani Pera

Ms. Kabita Sahu

Ms.Sapna Sahu

Ms. Nikita Dash

Ms. Ankita Nahak

Mr. Bikash Chandra Deep

Mr. Akash Nanda

Mr. Amulya Bariha

Ms. Sarita Sahu

Ms. Monalisa Khamari

Mr. Sachidananda
Mishra

Chief executive officer
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OUR DONORS AND SUPPORTERS 



INDIVIDUAL DONERS 

Abhilash Mohanty
Ajay Kumar Ram
Amulya Bariha
Abhisek Sharma
Aisha Bhoi Amulyaratna Swain
Anil Kumar
Anupama Padhee
BP Mishra
Bablu Jha
Bedashree Dubey
Bhabani Shankar Barik
Bhumisuta Sahu
Bhubneswar Kumar
Bijay Kumar Nanda
Bijay Kumar Nayak
Bikash Mahakul
Binati Naik
Binodini Mishra
Buddhadev Bhue
Byomakesh Parida
Debabrata Nayak
Debanshu Purohit
Gazia Begum
Ghanashyam Bhesara
Gopal Bag
Hemanta Sahu
Krasny Defence Technologies Private
Limited.
Larence Kumar Pradhan 
M/S Sadhav Offshore Engineering Co.
Madhusudan Sai
Malaya Padhan
Manas Acharya
Manalisa Khamari
Marine Engineering and Trade Service 
Md. Muzaffar Iqbal
MPS Gill
Narendra Kumar Sethi
Navya Kumar 

Nibedita Pradhan
Novus Life Science Pvt. Ltd
Partha Pratima Rudra
Prerana Meher
Priti Ranjan Dash 
Rabin Kumar Sahu
Rajesh Kumar Sahu
Rajkumar Meher
Rameswari Guru
Ranjan Kishor Panda
Ranjit Kumar Biswal 
Regon Son Biro
Rishabh Sharma
Rita Mishra
Ritika Saraf
RK Engineering And Trading
Rupesh Kumar Panda
Sachidananda Mishra
Sai Ashirbad Sahoo
Sandhya rani Pati
Sandip Kumar Mahanta
Sanjay Pandey
Sarmista Jena
Sasmita Sahu
Saumya Ranjan Sahu
Shishir Kumar Satapathy
Shiva Sai Mylarapu
Sidhant Sahu
Sonali Mazumdar
Soumya Ranjan Naik
Subham Kumar Dash
Sudopta Kumar Sahoo
Sumit kumar Satapathy
Sunita Sunia
Suresh Kumar Behera
Syrya Narayan Dash
Sushree Priyadarshini Sahu
Swati Jena
Swayamsiddhi Pattanaik
Trupti Ranjan Mishra
Vivek Kumar Mandal
Zalina Gamat
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PAN : AABTP0492j, TAN: DELP15796E dated 5th September 2009
80G Approval: DIT(E)/ 80G/2011-12/2085 dated 11th October 2011

 

 

ORGANISATIONAL INFORMATION  

BASIC REGISTRATION
Registered as Trust (Trust Act)

Registration Number 1573
Registration Date: 27th July 2005 

FCRA
Status: Registered 

Registration Number 231661042
FCRA Renewed Date: 5th Aug 2016

FCRA BANK DETAILS 
ICICI Bank Ltd. 

GK-11, New Delhi
(Primary FCRA Account )

REGISTERED OFFICE 
Patang, D1/111, Upper Ground Floor

Back Side, Gali no-7
Mahabir Enclave, New Delhi-45 

AUDITORS
Mr. Seshadev Mishra, M/s Mishra Nayak

and Associates
At- Gopal Bhawan, In front of Sanjibani

Nursing Home
Farm road, Modipada, Sambalpur- 768002

ADMINSTRATIVE  OFFICE 
Patang, At-Deheripali, Near

Chakabandi Office, Budharaja,
Sambalpur-768004(Odisha) 

LOCAL BANK DETAILS 
Punjab National Bank

Sambalpur, Odisha

State Bank of India
Budharaja, Sambalpur 

ICICI Bank Ltd.
Sambalpur, Odisha 
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OUR FINANCE   
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PATANG
At- Deheripali, Near Chakabandi Office

Budharaja, Sambalpur - 768004, OdishaTel.: (0663) 2532496
Email: team@patangindia.org

Website:  www.patangindia.org

Contact


